Journey to the East
In the immediate run up to my leaving for Japan I was oddly calm, at least as far as anyone moving
counties would feel. The worst thing about it was worrying about how much baggage allowance I
had. The reality never really hit until I thought about how I would go about getting a haircut. I didn’t
have enough Japanese to ask for one properly and accidently getting a full head shave is an abstract
fear of mine. In reality it’s about as easy as getting one in the UK but I had been so focused on the
‘cool’ Japan; the temples, food, speedy access to all the anime figures in Asia, that I had never
thought about the mundanity of life there. What would I have for breakfast? How do I pay bills? How
would I order pizza? These (maybe not specifically those) things are something everyone should
consider when they move abroad, its never an extended holiday where you eat out every night and
visit all the sights and sounds. It’s a world of 6:30am mornings and boring bus rides. Most of us here
left similar lives back home, but now it’s glazed with the reality of being bored on the bus in Japan(!).
The point being that every little thing I worried about, all the knacks of life I had figured out in the
UK, was nothing. I buy Kellogg’s fruit granola for breakfast, I got a normal haircut (cheaper than most
barbers) and shockingly enough they do Pizza here as well (not that I know how it is because I’m
living that katsu curry life). Life is different here, but its much more relatable than you’d think. I
digress, but I think its important to mention the headspace I was in when I left, if any of you reading
ever think about doing a similar thing in the future and wonder just what might go through your
mind. It’s ok, it really is.
In the summer of 1921, the young crown prince Hirohito, the future Showa Emperor, made a
momentous journey to Europe, sailing from Japan in the navy’s flagship and taking roughly 6 weeks
to get there. 97 years later, and with less pomp and ceremony, I made the return journey in about
16 hours. That sounds like something you’d read to really put modern technology into perspective
and appreciate today, but I’d honestly take a 6-week cruise in the fresh air of the south Asia seas
than 16 hours in a pressurised, cramped tube glued to 8 giant turbines whizzing through the air at
several hundred miles an hour. Even those measly 16 hours felt like an eternity. Not even counting
the 2-hour transfer in Qatar or the 5 hour drive down from my home in Yorkshire to London.
Thankfully I slept for most of the flight, or spent time zoning out to the finest in family
entertainment to pass the precious hours, god knows what Hirohito did to pass those days away. We
made landfall at Narita airport just before sunset with enough light to get a glimpse of little wooden
farmhouses and small square rice paddies that seemed to be scattered randomly around clumps of
woodland and meadow. The view seemed like a pastoral landscape before I realised it was actually a
large, exquisitely trimmed golf course. Narita itself was a blur, when I had stepped out of the cool,
dry and hermetically sealed environment of the plane into the hot, humid and sauna-esque air of
Japan, time seemed to jump forward. The only time we stopped to was to wait for hours at
immigration, which as luck would have it was the same day the machine for printing residency cards
– a sort of ID form of your work visa – broke. In Japan, it is an offense for a non-resident to neither
carry their residency card nor their passport to prove that they have a legitimate reason to live here
and the police have legal right to haul you to prison if you have neither, a fact I only found out on the
27th of august which is the same day I received mine in the post. We landed on the 5th. Luckily, I was
never asked to show my card, but the knowledge that I could have been locked up within my first
weeks here unsettles me a bit.
From Narita we said goodbye to our large luggage, which was sent off to wherever it was we were
heading, and boarded a small, mercifully air-conditioned coach and made a beeline to Shinjuku. By
then it had gotten dark, but the jet-lag keep me bright eyed as we rolled quietly into the concrete

jungle. Your presence in Tokyo, as a rule, can be measured at night by its lights. If you can only see a
few buildings and the odd illuminated Lawson or Family Mart sign, then you’re near the fringes. If
you think its midday but can’t see any sun, then you’re in Tokyo proper. By the time we met the
Tokyo Tower there was enough neon and spotlights to wake even the heaviest sleeper. In Shinjuku
we stopped at Keio Plaza hotel where we made our stay for two days alongside other JET
programme participants from across the entire English phonosphere. When I think about it, it might
have been the largest collection of foreigners in one place in the entire country, there were at least
2000 or more in our group, group 2 of 3. The orientation itself was just a series of lectures, either on
teaching or general preparation for life here, so I won’t go into detail. If you, dear reader, ever in the
future join this programme and find yourself in the same lectures then please, note every lesson
plan you see because you’ll need them. Don’t say I didn’t warn you. In addition, the hotel, whilst
being the original moot of JET since its inception, is supported only by a handful of lifts which when
busy absolutely grind to a halt (fig 1.). More than once we waited over 15-30 minutes for a lift,
sometimes getting the lift up and banking on it descending later.

Figure 1, The Bane of My Life

Figure 2. Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building (A room with a view!)

On the last night in Tokyo a small group of us decided to explore Shinjuku before we left,
conveniently a roommate of mine met his Japanese teacher there and he kindly gave us a backroads
tour of the city. From our perch in Keio, opposite the Tokyo Metropolitan Government Building (fig.
2), Tokyo seemed like an endless stretch of silent, grey buildings holding an endless amount of
people. From the ground its atmosphere changes completely, more so when the evening draws in
and the neon switches on. Central Shinjuku is a forest of looming concrete and glass buildings and
despite the oppressive heat, thousands of people are out every night, both as tourists and residents.
For the most part you’d be forgiven thinking Shinjuku is a fairly open area with long, wide roads
sprouting great big neon cladded shops (fig 3. 4.) but resting behind and in between the urban
sprawl lies a network of tight little alleyways and nooks, all full to the brim of izakaya and
restaurants alike. I wish I had more time to explore, instead of just the night, as no matter where we
went it felt as if the streets continued, as they do, for miles and miles. The night after that, most of
the JETs were invited to their respective embassies to learn a little about their function, and to be
pleasantly but sternly warned against breaking the law. The British embassy sits nicely opposite the

Imperial gardens in the middle of Tokyo, fittingly so. Its more a complex of buildings with a
stereotypically gothic iron gate surrounding several Georgian offices. The inside of the hall we met
within felt like any county house but with far more paintings and drapes of monarchs past, ships and
the odd Constable-esque landscape. There we had a few talks on how the embassy was gearing up
for the upcoming Rugby World Cup and Olympics in 2019 and 2020 respectively, certain support
they could provide and a little section on our role, not just as teachers but as cultural ambassadors in
our own right. It was a little daunting at first to think that I was the only Briton within an entire city,
and at times it feels a little lonely knowing it, but realising that I’m not here as an exile but as
someone who has a (casual) duty to spread awareness of my country and culture is comforting. I feel
like I’m an extremely lazy Jesuit who can drink.

Figure 3:1 "Sparkle Girls". I have no idea either.

Figure 4 My Neighbour Gojira

The next morning, we headed off, each of use destined for one corner of Japan or the other. We all
split up into groups split by prefecture which for me was Mie. From Shinjuku we caught the metro
train to Tokyo station and boarded the Shinkansen (bullet train) bound for Nagoya. It never felt
faster than the average train in the UK, but considering we hit Nagoya in two hours (215 miles) we
were certainly zooming. Tokyo in the light has an odd skyline, its hard to focus down one
architectural style as every building seems to flit between ultra-modern and traditional. I suppose
its turbulent past and the fact that it sits happily on a turbo faultline probably accounts for that,
although if you’ve ever seen Dragon-Ball, they’ve got the style spot on. From Nagoya we caught the
local line down toward the capital of Mie prefecture, Tsu (incidentally the city with the shortest
name in Japan, つ). From Tsu I met with my supervisor and colleague who then drove me all the way
to Nabari.

Nabari city is a relatively small city located deep within the mountains of central Kansai, for that
reason it remained a much smaller settlement throughout history than its more famous neighbours,
Osaka and Iga. In much more recent times however its developed into a ‘bedroom city’ with many of
its inhabitants travelling to Osaka or Tsu, Ise and Yokkaichi for work in the daytime. For that reason,
the city feels a little empty walking around, and lacks the tourist appeal of many other cities.
Sometimes I’ll walk to a school deep in the fringes of the city and it’ll feel like I’ve walked into a
landscape painting where time has stopped and I’m the only one there, it’s a little surreal but super
chill. Despite its lack of castles, big temples or other Instagram-bait features, Nabari is a comfortable
city with enough in the city to satisfy your needs and close enough to Osaka and Tsu to satisfy your
wants. The sun was scorching, as it has been all summer here, as we drove through the mountains to
Nabari. My Jet-lag had tuned me into a rambling mess, but I still soaked in the landscape, full of
misty mountains and crane-filled rice paddies (fig 5.).

Figure 5 A typical scolding hot paddy.

One of the first thing we did was to drive to what would be my new workplace, the city hall of Nabari
city itself, to where my and my colleague have desks beside the board of education for the city. Most
jets are split up between those who work for a municipal board of education and those who work
for a prefecture B.O.E. Usually those who work for a prefecture are teaching senior high students
(age 15-18) and have a single base school they work within. Those of us at a municipal level teach
junior high and/or elementary (age 12-15 and 6/7-12) and usually have several schools we switch
between. In my case I have three Junior high schools I work for and switch between them each week
as well as several elementary schools and a handful of nurseries. As I was shown to my desk, my

supervisor then took me into a room full of very important looking people having what seemed like
an important meeting. I, barely recognising shapes at this point, then had to introduce myself to my
new bosses. I assume I did well as nobody ever commented on it since, but that doesn’t mean I
wasn’t proverbially soiling myself throughout.
We left the city hall and made our way to my new flat, a (very) old apartment building located very
conveniently next to the major train station in the city. I had seen the flat very briefly on a video call
to my predecessor some months ago, but I had no idea what it looked like completely. Its main
feature is its age. They say that certain houses age like a fine wine, but this means my flat was a fine
pint of milk. It is by no means uninhabitable, and it has a certain charm in the right light, but its long
due a refurbishment. The flat itself is three rooms long, kitchen/toilet/shower and hallway at the
front, tatami room in the middle and bedroom at the back. When I had talked to my predecessor
previously, he had mentioned that the shower had a crank on the boiler to heat the water.
Thankfully that had been replaced by the time I arrived there with a snazzy new electric boiler. All
these things combined, the place isn’t bad, its still the largest flat I’ve had, and the rent isn’t bad. I’ve
seen worse and better, but for me it’s absolutely fine. When I arrived, I found my suitcase waiting for
me, itself at rest from an equally long journey and thankfully full of clothes that I have not sweated
to smithereens. There I unpacked and settled slowly into a new routine.

